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Abstract
In this paper, we give an algorithm for directly #nding the denominator values of rational interpolants at
the nodes, and present an expression for the corresponding rational interpolant when the latter exists. With
these denominator values, our method also provides information concerning the existence of the interpolant
and the presence of unattainable points and poles.
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1. Introduction
Let k be the set of the polynomials with degree 6 k, and let
Rm;n :=
{
r =
p
q
: p∈ m; q∈ n\{0}
}
:
Let x0; x1; : : : ; xm+n be m+ n+1 distinct points (nodes) in R1; f0; f1; : : : ; fm+n corresponding values
in R1(C1). The rational interpolation problem is the following: given m and n, #nd
r =
p
q
∈Rm;n (1)
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such that
r(xk) =
p(xk)
q(xk)
= fk; k = 0(1)m+ n: (2)
Schneider and Werner have given in [3] an algorithm for rational interpolation based on the
barycentric formula; Berrut and Mittelmann in [1], determined the barycentric weights of the rational
interpolants by devising an algorithm involving matrices whose kernel is the space spanned by the u’s
(vectors of N +1 barycentric weights uk ; N =m+ n). The barycentric representation of the rational
interpolation function possesses various advantages over other representations such as continued
fractions (cf. [5,7,2]): it provides information about the existence of the interpolant and the presence
of unattainable points and poles.
In this paper we give an algorithm for directly #nding the denominator values at the nodes and
construct a Newton representation of the corresponding rational interpolant when the latter exists.
Our method is equivalent to the method in [1]. However, in comparison with those in [3,1], our
method starts from the denominator values. At the same time, it provides more directly as much
information on unattainable points and poles as [3,1].
2. The algorithm for directly nding the denominator values of rational interpolants
First we introduce the following notations: let{
!0(x):=1;
!j(x):=(x − x0)(x − x1) · · · (x − xj−1); j = 1(1)m+ n;
(3)
V :=


1 0 0 · · · 0
1 !1(x1) 0 · · · 0
1 !1(x2) !2(x2) 0
...
...
...
. . .
1 !1(xm+n) !2(xm+n) · · · !m+n(xm+n)


(4)
and let
V−1 :=


d(0)0
d(0)1 d
(1)
1
...
...
. . .
d(0)m+n d
(1)
m+n · · · d(m+n)m+n

 (5)
be the inverse matrix of V .
After some calculation, we obtain the following recursion relations:
d(k)k =
1
!′k+1(xk)
; !′k+1(xj) =
k∏
i=0
i =j
(xj − xi); (6)
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d( j)k = d
( j)
k−1
1
xj − xk ; k = j + 1(1)m+ n; j = 0(1)m+ n: (7)
From V−1 and a property of the divided diJerences (cf. [4, p. 15; 6, p. 206]) we #nd that
the expressions
∑k
i=0 d
(i)
k q(xi); k = 0(1)m + n, are the divided diJerences of q over the points
x0; x1; : : : ; xk ; k = 0(1)m+ n. With this result, one immediately has the following equality.
Lemma. The Newtonian form of the interpolating polynomial which satis9es the interpolation
conditions q(xk) = qk ; k = 0(1)m+ n; is
q(x) = q0 +
m+n∑
k=1
{
k∑
i=0
d(i)k qi
}
!k(x): (8)
If we denote qk :=q(xk); pk=:fkqk ; k = 0(1)m+ n, we have the following result.
Theorem 1. (1) [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T ∈ S; the solution space of the following system of equations:

d(0)n+1 d
(1)
n+1 · · · d(n+1)n+1
d(0)n+2 d
(1)
n+2 · · · d(n+1)n+2 d(n+2)n+2
...
...
...
...
. . .
d(0)n+m d
(1)
n+m · · · d(n+1)n+m d(n+2)n+m · · · d(n+m)n+m
f0d
(0)
m+1 f1d
(1)
m+1 · · · fm+1d(m+1)m+1
f0d
(0)
m+2 f1d
(1)
m+2 · · · fm+1d(m+1)m+2 fm+2d(m+2)m+2
...
...
...
...
. . .
f0d
(0)
m+n f1d
(1)
m+n · · · fm+1d(m+1)m+n fm+2d(m+2)m+n · · · fm+nd(m+n)m+n




q0
q1
...
qm+n

=


0
0
...
0

 : (9)
(2) If qk =0; k = 0(1)m+ n, we get
r(x) =
p(x)
q(x)
=
f0q0 +
∑m
k=1 {
∑k
i=0 d
(i)
k fiqi}!k(x)
q0 +
∑n
k=1 {
∑k
i=0 d
(i)
k qi}!k(x)
(10)
and r(xk) = p(xk)=q(xk) = fk; k = 0(1)m+ n.
Proof. (1) Since qk = q(xk); pk = p(xk) = fkqk ; k = 0(1)m+ n; we can construct by Lemma
q(x) = q0 +
m+n∑
k=1
{
k∑
i=0
d(i)k qi
}
!k(x);
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p(x) = p0 +
m+n∑
k=1
{
k∑
i=0
d(i)k pi
}
!k(x): (11)
Since 9p6m; 9q6 n; we obtain
k∑
i=0
d(i)k qi = 0; k = n+ 1(1)n+ m;
k∑
i=0
d(i)k fiqi = 0; k = m+ 1(1)m+ n: (12)
That is [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T satis#es the system of Eq. (9).
(2) If qk =0; k = 0(1)m+ n, we get obviously
r(x) =
p(x)
q(x)
=
f0q0 +
∑m
k=1 {
∑k
i=0 d
(i)
k fiqi}!k(x)
q0 +
∑n
k=1 {
∑k
i=0 d
(i)
k qi}!k(x)
and r(xk) = p(xk)=q(xk) = fkqk=qk = fk; k = 0(1)m+ n.
Remarks. (a) We should mention that Theorem 1 is equivalent to the homogeneous system with
the matrix (18) in [1; p. 362]: the matrix in (9) above is the matrix (18) in [1] multiplied by the
inverse of the diagonal matrix of the weights of polynomial interpolation. But the method described
in Theorem 1 is a modi#cation of the one in [1] that immediately yields the denominator values
and therefore a Newton representation of the interpolant.
(b) If qk = 0 for some k, evaluate r at xk : if r(xk) =fk; (xk ; fk) is unattainable.
(c) if, for some k, qk = 0 in all solution vectors of the fundamental system of solutions, then
(xk ; fk) is an unattainable point.
(d) The inverse matrix V−1 in (5), a main matrix in our method, can be obtained directly by
the recursion relations (6) and (7), without carrying out the inversion calculation. In addition, our
method has some inheritance, which means that, if we want to incorporate a new knot xm+n+1, we
only have to add one row in V−1, and this new row can be calculated by the recursion relations
(6) and (7), while the original m+ n+ 1 rows stay unchanged.
In the sequel, we denote by A the coeLcient matrix and by S the solution space of Eq. (9).
Schneider and Werner in [3] and Berrut and Mittelmann in [1] have given many results that are
analogous to those in Corollary 1 and the consequent Remarks, but we would like to re-explain
them from the standpoint of the denominator values. One can argue that our method is simpler and
more direct.
Corollary 1. If dim S=1; then the denominator q; determined by the solution [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T ∈ S;
is the minimum degree denominator q (cf. [3; p. 288]).
Proof. Set Mqk = q(xk); k = 0(1)m+ n; then [ Mq0; Mq1; : : : ; Mqm+n]
T ∈ S. Since dim S = 1; the solution of
Eq. (9) as well as the corresponding denominator q is unique (up to a constant). Hence q is just q
(up to a constant).
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Remarks. (e) dim S =1 is a suLcient condition for the equivalence of q and q. But this condition
is not necessary.
(f) We should mention that Berrut and Mittelmann, starting from the barycentric weights, have
given a similar result using the kernel of matrix (18) in [1, p. 366].
(g) If dim S=1 and [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T ∈ S, then by Corollary 1 we can obtain the following results:
• a point (xk ; fk) is an unattainable point if and only if qk = 0 (see also [3, Corollary 7]);
• the rational function r ∈Rm;n which satis#es the interpolation conditions (2) exists if and only if
qk =0 for all k;
• if sign qk = −sign qk+1, for some k, 06 k6m + n − 1, then there is at least one pole of r in
(xk ; xk+1) (see also [3, Proposition 8(b)]);
• if r has no pole in [xk ; xk+1], then sign qk = sign qk+1, k =0(1)m+ n− 1 (see also [3, Proposition
8(a)]);
(h) If dim S ¿ 1, then q is not necessarily q. To cope with this, we can distinguish two cases:
(1) if, for some k; qk=0 in all solution vectors of the fundamental system of solutions, then (xk ; fk)
is an unattainable point. So the corresponding rational interpolation problem has no solution; (2) if
qk =0; k =0(1)m+ n, we can take the method introduced by Berrut and Mittelmann in [1, p. 366]:
they decrease n to n∗ and increase m to m∗ accordingly, with m∗ + n∗ = m + n, until the solution
space of the new equations is one-dimensional; then, by Corollary 1, the denominator determined
by the solution of the above new equations is the minimum degree denominator q.
Let j be the jth column of A, and Aj = (0 · · · j−1 j+1 · · · m+n); j = 0(1)m+ n.
Corollary 2. Let [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T be a nonzero solution vector of the system of Eq. (9). If
qi = 0 for some i; then det Ai = 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality; let q0 = 0. From Eq. (9); we then get q11 + · · ·+ qm+nm+n =0.
Since not all qk’s are zero; we get that 1; 2; : : : ; m+n are linearly dependent and therefore det A0 =
det(12 · · · m+n) = 0.
Remark. (i) We can recast Corollary 2 in another form: if every Aj is nonsingular; j = 0(1)m+ n;
and [q0; q1; : : : ; qm+n]T is any nonzero solution vector of Eq. (9); then qi =0 for all i.
Theorem 2. 16 dim S6 n+ 1; and the upper and lower bound may be attained.
Proof. From Eq. (9); we know that the #rst m rows of A; which consists of m + n rows; are
linearly independent and the system of Eq. (9) contains m + n + 1 variables. Hence we imply
m6 rank(A)6m+ n and therefore 16 dim S6 n+ 1.
The upper and lower bound may be attained. In fact, if we take fi = 0; i = 0(1)m + n, then
rank(A) = m and therefore dim S = n+ 1.
If m¿ n, we take f0 =f1 = · · ·=fm = 0; fm+1 =fm+2 = · · ·=fm+n = 1, then rank(A) =m+ n.
So dim S = 1, and similarly for m¡n.
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3. Numerical examples
Example 1. Let x:=[ − 2;−1; 0; 1; 2]T; f:=[ − 2;−1;−1; 0; 1]T and m = n = 2. From the recursion
relations (6) and (7); we get
V−1 =


1
−1 1
1=2 −1 1=2
−1=6 1=2 −1=2 1=6
1=24 −1=6 1=4 −1=6 1=24

 :
By Theorem 1; we solve the system of equations
1
24


−4 12 −12 4 0
1 −4 6 −4 1
8 −12 12 0 0
−2 4 −6 0 1




q0
q1
q2
q3
q4

=


0
0
0
0


to get the fundamental system of solutions k
[
− 23 ;− 16 ; 518 ; 23 ; 1
]T
(k ∈R1). Take k =18. By Theorem
1; there exists a rational function r =p=q which satis#es the above interpolation conditions; namely
q(x) =−12 + 9(x + 2)− 0:5(x + 2)(x + 1);
p(x) = 24− 21(x + 2) + 6:5(x + 2)(x + 1);
and
r(x) =
48− 42(x + 2) + 13(x + 2)(x + 1)
−24 + 18(x + 2)− (x + 2)(x + 1) =
10 + 3x − 13x2
−10− 15x + x2 :
Since dim S = 1; the obtained denominator values imply that r has at least one pole in the interval
(−1; 0); actually this interval contains exactly one pole at x = (15−√265)=2.
Example 2. The following example involves unattainable points. Let x:=[ − 2; −1; 0; 1; 2]T;
f:=[− 2; −1; 0; −1; 2]T and m= n= 2. By the recursion relations (6) and (7); we get
V−1 =
1
24


24
−24 24
12 −24 12
−4 12 −12 4
1 −4 6 −4 1

 :
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Theorem 1 yields the equations
1
24


−4 12 −12 4 0
1 −4 6 −4 1
8 −12 0 −4 0
−2 4 0 4 2




q0
q1
q2
q3
q4

=


0
0
0
0


with the fundamental system of solutions k[− 3; −2; −1; 0; 1]T (k ∈R1).
Since dim S = 1 and q3 = 0, we conclude that the point (1;−1) is unattainable; actually, r(1) =
1 =−1=f3 and r(x)=p(x)=q(x)=(−3+(x+2))=(6−4(x+2)+(x+2)(x+1))= x is degenerate.
Example 3. Let x:= [−1; 0; 1; 2; 3; 4]T ; f:= [− 23 ; −1; 2; 53 ; 2; 177 ]T. For m = 3; n = 2; by
Theorem 1; we get the fundamental system of solutions
k1
[
12
7 ;
3
7 ;− 27 ;− 37 ; 0; 1
]T + k2 [−3; − 45 ; 35 ; 65 ; 1; 0]T (k1; k2 ∈R1)
with dim S ¿ 1. Then; by decreasing n to 1 and increasing m to m∗ = m + 1 = 4; the solution
space of new equations is one-dimensional and the corresponding fundamental system of solutions
is k
[− 37 ; − 17 ; 17 ; 37 ; 57 ; 1]T (k ∈R1). Taking k = 7; we get the minimum degree denominator
q(x) = 2x − 1.
With k2=0 and k1=7 we get q(x)=(x−3)(2x−1); p(x)=(x−3)(x2+1) and r(x)=p(x)=q(x)=
(x2 + 1)=(2x− 1). Although q4 = 0; r(x4)= 2=f4 and (3; 2) is not an unattainable point. According
to remark (c), this result reOects the fact that, if dim S ¿ 1; qk must be zero in all solution vectors
of the fundamental system of solutions to guarantee that (xk ; fk) is an unattainable point.
Example 4. In order to test the stability of our method; we have tried the example 3 in [1; p. 368]
with f(x) = e(x+1:2)
−1
=(1 + 25x2) and interpolated between Chebyshev points of the second kind on
[−1; 1]; xk =cos(k=(m+n)); k=0(1)m+n. We have calculated the errors at x=−0:95 and −0:05.
The results are displayed in Table 1; which also contains the results in [1, p. 369] (see the third and
#fth column of Table 2 there); we denote by Mr the barycentric form rational interpolant of f in [1].
Table 1
Comparison of the errors r−f and | Mr−f| when interpolating f(x) = e(x+1:2)−1 =(1 + 25x2) between Chebyshev points on
[− 1; 1]
m n x =−0:95 x =−0:05
r − f | Mr − f| r − f | Mr − f|
2 1 2.63463 2.64 1.80029 1:8
4 3 1:74338e− 1 1:74e− 1 −4:24836e− 1 4:25e− 1
8 7 −1:30251e− 7 8:19e− 8 −3:19744e− 13 8:4e− 13
16 15 1:77636e− 15 5:2e− 14 4:84057e− 14 0.0
32 31 −4:44089e− 16 0.0 9:42890e− 12 3:1e− 15
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